6211 U.S. Hwy. 98 North
Important Message for RV Guests
1. Campground speed limit is 15 mph (ENFORCED)
2. NO motorcycles or mopeds allowed, except for entry and exit of the park.
3. Check-out time is noon. An extra charge will be added for time over.
4. Pets are the responsibility of the owner and must be kept on a leash. Only one pet per
site is allowed. No dogs over 35 pounds. Pet poo pick-up is mandatory per state law.
5. PLEASE keep our restrooms and laundry clean. Children under the age of 10 must be
accompanied by an adult.
6. QUIET HOURS are 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. NO loud or offensive noises.
Minors must have adult supervision after 10 p.m.
7. MAIL is available at the office after Posted Hours.
8. TELEPHONE messages will be delivered with the mail unless the message is an
emergency. The park phones are not to be tied up with local or long-distance calls.
9. Do not put anything but toilet paper into our sewer system.
10. No ground fires.
11. Outside clothes lines are prohibited in the park.
12. No vehicle maintenance work allowed and No Commerical activities.
13. Picnic tables are not to be moved unless you first receive permission from the office.
14. State Law requires grey water to be drained on the ground. You
must have rubber donut to seal hose in sewer line.
15. PLEASE place all garbage in plastic bags and place in dumpster.
16. PLEASE help us keep the Lazy Dazy Retreat litter free.
17. PLEASE control your children’s activities so they are not a hazard
to themselves, a nuisance to neighbors or cause of damage to
the park.
We strive to make and enforce rules that benefit all our guests.
Have a GREAT stay!

